
The United Nations 2030 Agenda with its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 169 sub-goals forms the framework for realizing a future-proof and sustainable society. In order to make the goals set by the global community for all countries more tangible, they are introduced in this course as a tool for analyzing developments in your own city. Where does the relevance of certain SDGs become particularly tangible? Where can the SDGs be used to observe developments towards sustainability, where can grievances be revealed? Where and in what way can each and every individual take action to implement the SDGs? These questions are at the heart of the course. The aim of the course is to develop a guideline for the elaboration of SDG city exploration tours by students for students in the Eucor cities and to develop and test prototypes of these tours. Find a detailed course description here.

The most important information at a glance

Period: 12.02.2024-16.02.2024, 10:15-17:00
Format:
- Hybrid block course, Working Language English
- Practice-oriented collaboration in interdisciplinary teams
Location:
- On Site: Petersgraben 27, Hörsaal 215 (Sociology), University of Basel
- Zoom: The meeting link will be provided via mail upon registration.
ECTS: 3 ECTS
Target group: Interested Eucor-students at all levels of study.
Registration: Registration is possible until February 5th. Please register by e-mail to Marc.Frick@unibas.ch
Performance record and ECTS: Deliverables (3 ECTS):
- Active participation and group work
- Guidebook for SDG-City-Explorations in the Eucor Cities
- Prototype City-Exploration for your Eucor-City
Learning objectives:
1. Introduction to the SDGs approach and critical analysis of the United Nations 2030 Agenda.
2. Reflection on the significance of this approach in their own (local) reality.
3. Linking reflection on approaches to promoting sustainable development with concrete (individual) options for action on the ground.
4. Creating an awareness of the cross-border consequences of local decisions.
Further: The IMPULS course and the SDG city exploration in Basel are embedded in the overarching Eucor sustainability strategy and form a kick-off for the cross-border implementation of the format. Students from all five Eucor universities are explicitly invited to participate.